Ruger is召回 Mark IV™ pistols with Serial Numbers beginning with "01," "02," or "03." This includes Mark IV™ Target, Competition, and 22/45™ pistols outside of this period. While we will attempt to return accessories to you, we cannot guarantee that is the case. For customers in states with magazine shipping restrictions, we will send you a different type of magazine, which may not be compatible with your firearm.

How did you discover this issue?

You submitted a service request or sent us a complaint letter.

We plan to have all updates available by June 1, 2023, and the safety lever is then moved from the mid position to the "fire" position, the pistol may fire at that time.

We will install an updated sear and safety.

You can see a picture of a Mark IV™ marked with the "S" above.

Newly manufactured Mark IV™ pistols will begin with serial number "500." Thus, if you have a Mark IV™ Hunter, Competition, 22/45™, 22/45™ Lite and 22/45™ Tactical models.

All Mark IV™ pistols produced prior to June 1, 2017 are potentially affected and therefore are being recalled. This includes the Mark IV™ Target, Competition, and 22/45™ pistols outside of this period. While we will attempt to return accessories to you, we cannot guarantee that is the case.

We will send you a shipping package, prepaid shipping label, and detailed shipping instructions once we are ready to retro-fit your pistol’s grip frame assembly.

How To Determine If Your Pistol Needs The Retro-fit

Enter your Mark IV serial number below to determine if it is subject to the recall.

We will retro-fit consumers' grip frame assemblies on a first-come, first-served basis.

Keep the barrel/receiver assembly, magazines, lock, instruction manual, and any aftermarket accessories.

We only want the grip frame assembly.

You should remove all aftermarket accessories before returning the grip frame assembly to us.

No. Because we are not asking for the entire gun, but rather just the grip frame assembly, you do not need to ship via an FFL.

Send it now. Please do not use your pistol until the retro-fit has been completed.

Your contact information will not be used for any purpose other than communicating with you regarding this recall.

We plan to have all updates available by June 1, 2023, and the safety lever is then moved from the mid position to the "fire" position, the pistol may fire at that time.

We will do our best to return your grip frame assembly to you within one week of receiving it, and we will do our best to return your accessories to you as well.
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